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2002. taking responsibility for the past: reparation and historical justice. chapter ii. paris and berlin as urban
archives of the ... - numerous collaborators had already been tried, sentenced and often executed in the purge or
"purification" ("ÃƒÂ©puration") measures from 1944, chirac's speech was perceived as a primary gesture of
historical enlightenment and national reconciliation which would radically revise the political change in morocco
- project muse - independence morocco included a large number of french, spanish, and other nationals. many
moroccans had cooperated in varying degrees in obstructing the struggle for independence. there was a variety of
opinions regarding how many moroccans should fall within some definition of collaborators or even if such an
effort should be made at all. some organized efforts have been made to punish ... introduction: towards an
understanding of jean paulhanÃ¢Â€Â™s ... - french writer, editor, and literary critic jean paulhan (1884-1968)
stands out as a remarkably ambiguous figure in the period following the second world war, when interpretations
of the war tended to create clear divisions between resisters and collaborators. legal ramifications and historical
impact of the frankfurt ... - those defined, often arbitrarily, as traitors or collaborators [denazification and french
purge trials both seem to fit to this subsection Ã¢Â€Â” sz.p.] and Ã¢Â€Âœenacted Ã¢Â€Â¦ to prosecute
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